
The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: The 200 Carondelet Apartments
Stair replacement for a historical high-rise building renovation

The 200 Carondelet Apartments

Lapeyre Stair supplied this renovation of 
a historical building with a 24-story stair 
tower with picket guardrails. While the 
building was being converted into a  
residential highrise, Lapeyre Stair deliv-
ered stairs in segments as needed in  
order to conserve on-site storage space.
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The Preserve Apartments

Lapeyre Stair provided four steel-framed stair towers with picket 
guardrails for this construction of a four-story, mid-rise residential 
complex. Stairs were delivered in stages to preserve on-site storage 
space.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: The Preserve Apartments
A cost-effective, pre-engineered picket-rail design for an egress stairwell application
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Courthouse Parking Garage

For this seven-story concrete parking structure, Lapeyre Stair supplied 
two stair towers which included standard features such as concrete 
pan stair treads, picket guardrails, and concrete-filled  platforms, as 
well as custom features such as adjustable support legs and angle-clip 
supports to allow for easier installation.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Courthouse Parking Garage
An egress stair system for a 7-story concrete parking structure
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Southern Yacht Club

Lapeyre Stair provided a wide range of products such as an architec-
tural center stairway, two egress stairs with concrete pans and picket 
rails, and an exterior stair with three flights for the three-story sailing 
and yacht club.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Southern Yacht Club
A main entrance staircase, exterior stair, and service stairwell highlight Lapeyre Stair’s range of abilities 
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Mercedes Benz Dealership

Lapeyre Stair supplied its custom-designed, pre-engineered picket  
rail system for the construction of this new car dealership. In order  
to meet the dealership’s strict construction schedule, Lapeyre Stair 
completed detailing, engineering, and fabrication of the stair tower  
in less than four weeks.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Mercedes Benz Dealership
Pre-engineered picket-rail system with channel stringers for a service stairwell
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Public Works Building

Wire mesh panel guardrails fit perfectly with the custom wood-inlay 
stair treads that Lapeyre Stair supplied for this renovation of a public 
works building. Lapeyre Stair Systems can be tailored to fit with a 
wide range of custom treads.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Public Works Building
Custom wood-inlay stair treads with mesh panel railings for a high-visibility staircase
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Plastics Plant

Lapeyre Stair supplied its unique bolt-together egress stair systems 
with solid, filler-panel guardrails for an addition to a 92,643-square 
foot plastics manufacturing facility. The bolt-together feature of these 
stairs allowed for easy on-site assembly, eliminating the need for certi-
fied welders. In total, Lapeyre Stair provided over twenty sets of alter-
nating tread stairs and platforms. 

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Plastics Plant
Bolt-together stair systems ease on-site assembly for office access at an industrial plastics plant
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Marine Corps Reserve Base

When construction began on the 400,000-square foot, 4-story U.S. 
Marine Reserve Base, Lapeyre Stair delivered the first stair tower 
early to provide construction crews with floor-to-floor access, thereby 
eliminating the need for additional scaffolding. From then on, stairs 
were delivered in stages, as needed, to meet Federal City’s construc-
tion schedule. They provided custom detailing and engineering for 
an 8-foot, 2-inch wide stair with center rails, and a 143-square foot 
platform. In total, Lapeyre Stair supplied Federal City with 6 egress 
towers, 16 landings, 155 feet of mezzanine rails, and 1 alternating 
tread stair.

The Lapeyre Stair Line
Project Profile: Marine Corps Reserve Base
A high-traffic application gets outfitted with an 8-foot wide stair with rubber treads
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Diverse Markets,
Consistent Results

Commercial
•  Healthcare / Hospitals

•  Government and Military Facilities

•   Mid / High Rise Office and Residential 
Buildings

•  Schools 

•  Dormitories

•  Hotels

•  Convention Centers 

•  Museums

Industrial
•  Warehouses

•  Manufacturing Plants

•  Freight Terminals

The Lapeyre Stair Advantage—
What it Means to You

Architects
•   Diverse and innovative product line for virtually any  

access need
•   Downloadable specifications, CAD drawings, and  

detailing instructions available on our website for all  
stair products

•   New: AIA-approved CEU course covering all aspects  
of stair design

Fabricators and Contractors
•   Complete detailing, engineering, and fabrication 

services
•   Expedited 1-day quote turnaround for any project size
•   Guaranteed lead time policies beginning at 4 weeks
•   Guaranteed on-time shipping
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Ask about our
on-time guarantee.

The Lapeyre Stair Line: pre-engineered, precision-built, on-time stair solutions
P.O. Box 50699  •  New Orleans, Louisiana 70150  •  504.733.6009  •  Fax 504.733.4393
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Visit www.lapeyrestair.com or call us at 800-535-7631 to speak to an expert about your stair needs:
Continuing education course inquiries • Quote requests • Specification and detailing assistance • Code resources




